Parent’s Guide
To Apprenticeships

Why choose
an Apprenticeship?
Many young people in the UK are turning to apprenticeships over more traditional career
paths due to the countless number of benefits.
Understandably, as a parent you want your child to be able to reach the same level of
success as an apprentice, as traditional routes offer, if not higher. The new apprenticeship
standards offer the opportunity for your child to work toward an industry recognised
qualification.

Benefits of an apprenticeship
Earn while they learn
Apprentice’s get to work alongside
experienced staff who will support them
throughout their qualification – and earn a
wage at the same time.
There is no set amount that an apprentice
will earn however employers are legally
obliged to pay at least the apprentice
national minimum wage, with many
employers opting to pay more or offer
incentives.

Develop highly sought-after skills
With many sectors including automotive,
food and IT experiencing a huge skills
shortage within technical positions, many
employers are turning to apprenticeships to
bridge the skills gap – making them highly
desirable commodities.

Avoid student loans
With the average student leaving university
with debts ranging from £30,000-£60,000,
an apprenticeship has never been more
appealing. The Government covers the
entire cost of apprentice training, thus
having no reason to borrow money to
complete studies.

Apprenticeship levels

When studying with Remit there are three
levels your son or daughter could apply
for depending on their current skills
and qualifications and the opportunities
available in your area for the sector they are
interested in:

Intermediate Apprenticeship
•

Level 2: Equivalent to five good GCSE
passes

Personal Development

Advanced Apprenticeship

Due to apprentices having to work under
expectations such as learning to get on
with others, working in a team, motivating
oneself, using initiative and developing
self-understanding; apprentices grow as an
individual and gain a sense of confidence
throughout their programme.

•

Level 3: Equivalent to two A Level passes

Higher Apprenticeship
•

Level 4/5: Equivalent to a Foundation
Degree

There are hundreds of job roles available to
an apprentice from Care Assistant, to Heavy
Vehicle Technician, from Digital Marketing
to Barista, all supported by a nationally
recognised apprenticeship programme.

Who are apprenticeships for?

To be eligible for an apprenticeship,
candidates must be aged 16 or older and no
longer in full time education. learners who
can confirm 3 years residency in the UK/EEA
county must be either:
•

A UK National/Citizen

•

Have a right of abode in the UK

•

Be a EEA Nationals in the UK and
obtained either pre-settled or settled
status under the EU Settlement scheme

•

Be a Non UK national and have
permission from the UK Government
to live in the UK (not for educational
purposes)

If the learner does not meet the 3 year
residency rule there are alternative eligibility
status that may apply i.e. asylum seekers.

How does it work?
•

•

•

Apprenticeship training can take
between one and four years to
complete, however the length of the
programme depends on the level, the
industry in question and the skills the
apprentice already has.
Training takes place in the workplace
and depending on the programme, the
apprentice may also attned Remit’s
Automotive Academy on a block
release basis.
Apprenticeships are real job
opportunities and so all learners have
to apply for a position and compete
against other applicants. Entry
requirements vary depending on the
level of the Apprenticeship and the
nature of the job. Apprentices will also
have roles and responsibilities that are
key to the employer’s business.

•

Competition for apprenticeships can be
strong, so candidates will need to show
that they are keen, willing to learn and
are determined to progress. Remit will
always advise learners to try and obtain
work experience within their chosen field
of interest to stand out from the crowd.

Applying for an apprenticeship

When your son or daughter is applying for
an apprenticeship, they will need to apply for
it in the same way you would apply for a job.
Below are Remit’s top tips when supporting
your child’s apprenticeship application:
Research the
apprenticeship programme
thoroughly
Together make a list of
your child’s experiences,
hobbies and interests that
can be embedded into an
application
Make sure your child tailors
their application to the
apprenticeship programme
they’re applying for
Stand out from the crowd –
some vacancies attract over
50 applications, support
your child in writing ways
that they can stand out
Complete a thorough spell
and grammar check prior to
submission

To see our latest vacancies visit:

www.remit.co.uk/vacancies
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